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In autumn, just as the leaves change and fall to the ground, our skin goes through its own adjustment for the new season.

The sudden brisk of cold brings dry patches, redness and inflammation, making skin seek that special nourishment to

help improve its overall appearance.

Environ Youth EssentiA Vita-Peptide C-Quence 1 is the introductory serum to the premium Environ step-up skin care

system, which features the series’ lowest concentration of vitamins A and C, to improve the effects of moisture levels and

brighten the appearance of the skin. C-Quence 1 hydrates the appearance of the skin, softens the look of fine lines and

improves the look of sun-damaged skin for a more healthy-looking and radiant complexion. The new Youth EssentiA

range offers a full regimen of products that is formulated with high quality peptides, vitamins and antioxidants to help firm

and brighten the skin’s overall appearance. Seasons may change, but one thing is for sure – beautiful skin lasts a

lifetime. 



The signature Environ® step-up program is based on varying intensities and levels of ingredients to ensure that the

client’s skin adapts in a healthy-looking and safe manner. This gradual progression method diminishes chances of retinoid

sensitivity effects and other skin reactions. C-Quence 2-4 Serums are the increases of product intensity after skin is

acclimated to C-Quence 1.

You and your clients can experience the results - driven skin care line that is the

secret to beautiful and healthy-looking skin. Environ Skin Care, backed by

empirical scientific evidence, incorporates the latest technology in the

enhancement of high grade vitamins A, C, E, antioxidants, and peptides to help

restore, protect and maintain the appearance of beautiful skin. For over 25 years,

Environ has created science based products/treatments with skin friendly forms of

vitamins A, C and antioxidants. It maintains its own, dedicated, certified pharmace-

utical grade manufacturing facility staffed by over 200 dedicated employees (we

make only Environ products in our factory). The new, state-of-the art factory uses

proprietary manufacturing systems, clean rooms, gowned production staff, nitrogen

blanket, red light, positive pressure air systems and specialized water treatment

processing to ensure every product is always at peak performance levels. We are

the progenerator and creator of modern skin needling. To learn more, please call

508-539-8900.
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